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DING-A-DONG

Paroles: E. OUWENS & W. LUIKINGA
Musique: D. BAKKER

Intro

E7 Am E Am

1. When you feeling all right— every thing is up tight
2. When you feeling all right— every thing is up tight
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to sing a song that goes ding— ding— ding—

F E7 Am

ding— ding— ding—
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they let me down, dry your tears and forget all your sorrow
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try to smile when you say goodbye, (dinga dang dong) Ding dang dong when you

D♭ E Fm B♭

wake up tomorrow when the sun is up in the sky.

E♭ Ab D♭ D E

al segno al coda

3. When you

gone gone... Dinga

Am E7
Dong every hour -- when you pick a flower -- even when your lover is gone.

Gone, gone, DING DONG, Listen to it maybe it's a big hit.

Even when your lover is gone, gone, gone, SING DING DONG DONG.
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